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Abstract— In today’s world huge amount of data is being continuously generated through all streams of life using different 
devices and systems. Such data is called as Big Data. It is important to maintain “4V” of data (i.e., volume, velocity, variety, and 
veracity) while capturing, storing and analysing it in a systematic manner. The processing of metadata highly influences the 
processing of big data, but still within the scope of big data project, metadata is often taken for granted. The main aim of this 
paper is to highlight why metadata is vital for big data processing and to understand how metadata is managed, and quality of 
data is evaluated using quality attributes and quality policies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The term Big Data becomes apparent, as the amount of data is enormous, it means it is difficult to process, a massive volume of 
structured and unstructured data using traditional database and software techniques. While processing the data using traditional 
approaches, metadata is not considered as a vital priority. But with the increasing commencement of big data, the value of metadata 
is considered as a critical priority for the success of big data. [1] 
The platforms of big data, such as Hadoop are ‘schema-less’ i.e.; there is no any accurate description of what this data truly ‘is’. 
While launching any new data project, it is necessary to identify, metadata of big data, i.e., what exactly the big data is truly about 
with an accurate and descriptive understanding. It will cause a wide range of potential issues and become somewhat challenging if 
metadata is not identified at project startup. For developing and maturing big data processing services, it is necessary to establish a 
comprehensive enterprise metadata management program. And hence the importance of metadata processing for big data cannot be 
understated. 
According to the report published by IDC and sponsored by EMC, enterprise data management has various sub-segments, out of 
which metadata is one of the fastest growing sub-segment. The problem encountered in this report is that, while metadata is 
growing, it is not keeping rapidity with the rapid increase of big data projects being currently initiated by firms. This problem is 
referred as ‘big data gap’ by IDC. Big data management process for collecting, integrating and analyzing the data can be 
significantly rationalized and enhanced by the use of metadata. 
The quality and trustworthiness of the data are crucial issues in big data management because a lot of freely accessible data 
originates from indeterminate sources and it the data collected from these sources is commonly unstructured or semi-structured. 
The quality evaluation of data can be done in one or more data processing phases of big data architecture, i.e., data extraction, data 
processing, data analysis and decision-making phase. It is highly risky for company’s business to use unreliable data such as 
inaccurate or incomplete data, corrupted data as it may lead to poor or incorrect business decisions. 
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the importance of metadata while processing the big data and understanding the concept of 
quality metadata management to ensure the quality and trustworthiness of data using quality attributes and quality policies. This 
paper is organized according to following sections-Section II defines what is metadata and metadata standards, the relation between 
big data and metadata, metadata management, quality metadata and how quality metadata can be created in data extraction phase of 
big data architecture. Section III provides future scope and Section IV concludes the work.  

II. BACKGROUND 
 A.  Metadata and Metadata Standards 
Metadata can be simply defined as ‘information about data within any data environment’ which is used to describe the properties of 
data such as provenance, quality, and technical details. It can be used by end users to ensure the quality of data and to identify its 
value for business usage. Classification of metadata can be done in three categories: descriptive, structural and administrative 
metadata. The goal of descriptive metadata is to describe and identify information resources. Structural metadata provides the 
facility for navigation and presentation of electronic resources. Administrative metadata gives administrative privileges like 
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providing the information such as, when was a resource created, how it was created and by whom a resource was created. According 
to data-user metadata taxonomy, there are four classes of metadata: data quality metadata, definitional metadata, navigational 
metadata and lineage metadata. Data quality metadata is useful for describing the quality of data when it is used for specific 
purpose. To understand the meaning of data from a business viewpoint definitional metadata can be used. Users can find the desired 
data for a specific purpose using navigational metadata. To find out the source of data and the actions of the data lineage metadata 
can be used.   

B. Big Data Metadata 
The data repositories like data lake, data warehouse or a normalized relational database are structured. The data representation in 
these repositories is in rows and column form, and the metadata model is ‘native’ of the structure. Such a ‘native’ metadata model is 
not available for big data because metadata from new external data sources is essential to unlocking new meaning. For constructing 
the beginnings of these new metadata definitions, big data will require processing through precise analytics. These new metadata 
definitions are then correlated with metadata defined from other structured data sources to provide comprehensive metadata model 
for the entire enterprise.  
Metadata allow to associate similar data assets and disassociate different data assets of various big data sources. This potential of 
metadata can be used to dismiss irrelevant information during the search process, which is beneficial for searching algorithms to 
create high confidence results. Metadata can be used by big data and analytics users to locate the right information quickly despite 
the large amount of content residing in these repositories. Metadata also creates and maintains data consistency. Using metadata, 
organizations can define a consistent definition or business rule for particular data attribute. These rules are further applied across 
the enterprise data level, for both structured and unstructured data stores. 

C.  Metadata Management 
Metadata management is an important capability that enables managing the change in data while delivering trusted, secure data in 
the complex big data environment. Metadata management handles two core functionalities, i.e., metadata management and quality 
management. These management functions are performed using one dataset called as metadata. Metadata dataset acts as a storage 
unit for metadata, and it is also used for organizing and managing the metadata. Metadata management allows extraction of 
metadata and provides access to metadata. The task of quality management is to assign values to quality attributes. These values are 
based on the properties of data sets and associated metadata. 

D.  Quality Attributes, Metrics, And Policies 
The quality attribute can be considered as a single construct of quality. Properties of the quality attribute can be measured using 
quality metric. Data quality attributes have different dimensions that are important to data consumers like intrinsic dimension, 
representational dimension, accessibility dimension and contextual dimension. 
Quality metric can be thought of as a measure of certain properties of the quality attribute to evaluate the degree of presence of that 
quality attribute. It can be categorized as content-based metrics, context-based metrics, and rating-based metrics. 
The quality policy is required to find out relevant quality attributes in the context of the particular task and to provide the quality 
metric that should be used for the evaluations of defined quality attributes. 

E.  Quality Metadata 
Quality metadata describes the quality of data using different quality attributes and metrics for each quality attribute that can be used 
for a specific purpose. Table 1 describes the quality attributes. 

TABLE I 
QUALITY ATTRIBUTES 

Quality Attribute Description 
Accuracy Accuracy defines the degree of correctness and precision. 
Believability Trustworthiness  
Completeness Completeness ensures the complete availability of information in terms of breadth, 

depth and scope. 
Consistency Consistency validates the conflict between two or more values with each other. 
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Validity Validity is used to check whether the information is valid in certain situation or 
not. 

Relevance It is used to check whether the collected information is relevant or applicable to 
the given task. 

Timeliness The Timestamp is important for extracted, processed and analysed data sets to 
check the freshness of data. 

Verifiability It can be used to check the correctness of data. 

F.   Quality Metadata Management  
Quality metadata managed by defining the rules to identify which quality attributes and metrics can be used and when. These rules 
can follow the simple if-then-else structure or can use some rule language. The rules are defined according to company’s quality 
policy(organizational policy and decision-making policy). 

G.  Data Quality Evaluation 
End-users can evaluate the quality of data at different phases of pipelined architecture of big-data.(Data extraction, data processing, 
data analysis, decision making). Quality evaluation can be done using following steps: 

1) Understanding the purpose of data collection. 
2) Applying organizational and decision-making policies. 
3) Searching for data using the keyword. 
4) Receiving visual results of evaluated data. 
5) Making business decisions accordingly.   

H.  Creation of Quality Metadata in Data Extraction Phase 
Quality policies always facilitate the creation of quality metadata in different phases of big data architecture. In data extraction 
phase, the organizational policy facilitates the quality metadata creation process by defining the data sources that are acceptable and 
valid quality attribute selection. It also facilitates the process by providing metrics and methods to evaluate the quality attributes. If 
the data source type of data set is known, then the applicable attributes can be automatically provided. After getting the acceptable 
quality attributes, they are evaluated using qualitative evaluation. Once the quality attributes get evaluated, then the imported data is 
stored in data storage. After evaluation, the quality metadata is created for extracted data set, and the evaluated values for quality 
attributes are inserted into the metadata.                                                                                                                   
Same steps can be followed for the creation of quality metadata in data processing, analysis, and decision-making phases. In 
decision-making phase, decision-making policy helps in selection of relevant data for decision-making purpose. 

III. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSIONS 
A.  Implementation of New Types of Metadata 
In future, big data utilization is going to increase. Therefore new kinds of metadata must be defined to meet the special requirement 
of different and growing market segments provisioning big data. 

B.  Implementation of Several Quality Policies 
Currently, organizational quality policies are associated with very few attributes and DataSourceType. It is the duty of Quality 
Policy Manager to initialise organizational quality policies. In the future, more organizational quality policies could be defined for 
different DataSourceType. 

C. Evaluation of More Quality Attributes  
 Currently, there are very few quality attributes are used for quality evaluation. New quality attributes could be defined by 
developing algorithms to improve the utility of solution. This paper concludes a study of the importance of the most critical 
component of any robust data governance practice, i.e., metadata management and quality evaluation at different phases of big data 
architecture using quality metadata concept and quality attributes and policies.  
Stewarding metadata is necessary for the implementation of enterprise data governance practice because it provides the value and 
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the context for understanding the data and its components to the end users. Using metadata concept, organizations can define a 
consistent definition or business rule for specific data attribute. These rules are further applied across the enterprise data level, for 
both structured and unstructured data stores. 
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